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CHELMSFORD DOUBLE GLAZING
REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENTS
WE FREQUENTLY CARRY OUT WINDOW AND DOOR
INSTALLATIONS AND REPAIRS IN CHELMSFORD
AND THE SURROUNDING AREAS

BEFORE

WINDOWS

|

DOORS

|

INSTALLATION

|

REPAIRS

“Your Friend in the Trade”

AFTER
AFTER

Proudly Providing the Complete Service
FAMILY-RUN BUSINESS SERVING THE LOCAL COMMUNITY FOR OVER 25 YEARS
SUPPLY, REPAIR & REPLACEMENT

DOUBLE GLAZING | TRIPLE GLAZING | UPVC | ALUMINIUM WINDOWS | HARD WOOD WINDOWS
FRENCH & PATIO DOORS | PORCHES & CONSERVATORIES | BI-FOLD DOORS

REPAIR SERVICES AVAILABLE 8AM - 8PM

AFTER

CAT FLAPS | KNOCKERS | LETTER BOXES | SPYHOLES | CYLINDERS | HANDLES
HINGES & LOCKS FOR WINDOWS & DOORS | TRICKLE VENTS | SEALED GLASS UNITS
LEADED & GEORGIAN GLASS | CONSERVATORY ROOF REPAIRS | PANELS

EVERYTHING WE DO IS FULLY GUARANTEED & WE PRIDE OURSELVES
IN OUR ABSOLUTE ATTENTION TO CUSTOMER CARE

CONTACT US TODAY FOR YOUR FREE OF CHARGE, NO OBLIGATION QUOTE

01245 527073

w
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www.thewindowmanessex.net

@thewindowmanessex
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Editor’s notes...

Hello and welcome to this month’s edition of Vision ChelmsfordBeaulieu.
It’s a beautiful day. Shops, pubs, restaurants, soft-play areas and
endless others in the hospitality sector are open; we can mix, gather, hug
and interact with more freedom than we’ve had in a long time.
We hope and pray we are in the final throes of the COVID-19 pandemic,
yearning for a return to normality and a life that, by our own admission,
a lot of us took for granted.
So what have we learned during the past year and a quarter? For
or
it
n, Ed
Nik Alle
me, I’m in awe of how we have all become such versatile creatures,
adaptable to new conditions - from how we work to how we socialise.
At the heart of it for me is resilience, and that is no better exemplified than by our local businesses.
From the clever ways they interact with customers, new products and services, delivery initiatives and a
stubbornness to make it through the mire, they deserve the good times that we hope are coming their way.
So, as readers, I implore you to channel this admiration by getting behind those shops, trades and services
Why
not refurb
in our square mile. Please support hyperlocal and, in doing so,existing
tighten
even your
further the grip our community has
conservatory?
gained. It may yet be a year we cherish.
					Nik Allen

20%

GOVERNMENT
GRANTS AVAILABLE
ON THESE BIKES

Intelligent
Electric
Elegance

CPX

This is your town’s hyperlocal magazine, delivering to homes and businesses
every
month.
Why not
Why
refurb
not refurb
your your
Why not refurb your

existing
existing
conservatory?
conservatory?
existing conservatory?

HOME & DIY | GARDENING | PETS | HEALTH & FITNESS | BEAUTY | FASHION |
HISTORY | LOCAL NEWS | FOOD & DRINK | TRAVEL | BUSINESS & PROPERTY |
SPORT | PUZZLES | MOTORING | KIDS | WHAT’S ON | TECHNOLOGY | THE LISTINGS

CONTACT US: www.visionmagessex.com | chelmsford@visionmag.co.uk | 01245 527071
Why not refurb your

existing conservatory?
@visionmagessex
@visionmagessex

Vision Magazine Essex

CONTRIBUTORS | Tabatha Fabray, Jake Levison, Geraint Roberts, Ruby Ward
At the time of print all content in Vision was relevant and up to date according to COVID-19 government guidelines

Inside pages recyclable
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Window

TC MAX

CUX

FOR US IT’S ALL ABOUT QUALITY
FREE Quotes & Expert Friendly Advice CALL TODAY ON: 0800 211 8124
M: 07958 903 275 E: info@totalfix.it www.totalfix.it

TSX

FREE PARKING | TEST DRIVE AVAILABLE
VISIT OUR SUPER SOCO STORE BASED INSIDE DAINESE CHELMSFORD

dard)
(as stan

BIFOLDS • CONSERVATORIES • LANTERNS • CLADDING • DOORS • CONSERVATORY ROOF UPGRADES

TC

Crom
ar

Monday-Saturday: 9:30am - 5:30pm
Sunday: 10:30am - 2:30pm
Way

Unit 213, Waterhouse Business Centre,
2 Cromar Way, Chelmsford, CM1 2QE
Tel: 01245 392105
info@ecoelectricbikesltd.co.uk
www.ecomotoltd.co.uk
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A decade since the final Harry Potter film was released, we look back
on the success of a fantasy character who has shaped a generation.
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T

hinking purely in fantasy fiction terms, it’s difficult to comprehend what the literary landscape was like
pre-1997. Okay, so such a statement will attract clamouring voices extolling the virtues of the likes of
Terry Pratchett, Douglas Adams and Robert Rankin, but few will dispute the impact J.K. Rowling OBE’s
first novel had on the book world, the film industry and the sensibilities of a whole generation of children – and
adults – who could once again revel in the fantastical delights of wizardry.
For that reason, the date of June 26, 1997, should be referenced on the scribble books of every aspiring
author. It was then that a tired, forlorn and wholly unappreciated author finally saw her prized character, Harry
Potter, come to life.
No sooner had Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone hit the shelves than a revolution in fantasy
storytelling gathered pace. And this wasn’t a movement catapulted into the ether by mass promotion, social
media or overhyped YouTubers – the internet was still in its infancy. Instead, this was a word-of-mouth,
page-turning trend that lured a nation – and beyond – to platform 9¾, to Hogwarts, and on into a realm of
magnificent mystery.
Rowling, who was 31 at the time and a single parent, had battled tirelessly over the preceding decade to
be taken seriously. Her image of a young wizard and his fresh-faced cohorts finding their way at a school of
witchcraft and wizardry that creaked and crackled with intrigue had been rejected by 12 major publishers.
That her persistence was rewarded by stratospheric acclaim is undoubtedly a victory for belief more than
anything else, a quality Harry Potter himself has had to master on numerous occasions across seven book
instalments and eight films, as our loveable hero has leapt out from inked pages to become the most
successful film franchise star on the planet.
At the last count, the Harry Potter books had sold 500 million copies worldwide; while the proceeds
from the immaculately styled film series top £7.7billion.
As well as creating and shaping the careers of stars Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grint and Emma
Watson, the books – concluding with Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows in 2007 – have also
stimulated a breathless array of other fantasy stories, constantly refreshing our appetite to escape
into other worlds.
As for Rowling, the seat she previously occupied in the window of The Elephant House coffee
shop in Edinburgh remains, and is perhaps the simplest tie she has back to uncomplicated days.
In recent times she has discovered that not even the greatest fantasy author of a generation is
immune to the melting pot of social media, after her comments on gender courted approval and
upset in equal measure.
Whether someone who has acquired a fortune in the region of £500million really cares is for J.K.
Rowling to know and for us to speculate, though only the most critical Harry Potter commentator
would suggest, on balance, her output has been anything short of spectacular.
To an author, a wizard and a wonderful fantasy world, we continue to fall under your spell.
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Contactless open day
Contactless
open day
26th June 10am
- 4pm
Contactless
open- 4pm
day
26th
June 10am
26th June 10am - 4pm

HOW THE SPECTRE OF COVID-19 COULD, EVENTUALLY, START TO SAVE LIVES

W

hile in the short-term at least it feels as
though the coronavirus pandemic has
restricted and impacted the lives we for
so long took for granted, scientists believe the
messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) technology
used to create the COVID-19 vaccine may have
truly ground-breaking effects on our ability to fend
off fatal diseases in the future.
At the heart of this theory is the way mRNA
vaccines are being regarded as a breakthrough
in modern medicine. This is because the mRNA
works in a different way from traditional vaccines
– namely that instead of implanting a tiny piece of
the virus for our bodies to counter, it simply supplies
information about what the virus looks like.
The body is told what the spike protein resembles,
and it is this spike that provides the route for

COVID-19 to infect our cells.
The mRNA vaccine subsequently gives our body
the information which teaches our cells how to make
the protein that triggers an immune response inside
our bodies. Extending the usefulness of this means
personalised vaccines can, in theory, be developed
so our immune systems can attack and kill off an
illness that is specifically ours. So that could mean
the potential to be able to cure everything from
cancer to HIV to autoimmune diseases.
Scientists have been cautious not to overstate the
theory, particularly because cancer, for instance,
constantly mutates, and no two cancers are the
same.
What is clear, however, is that this could be a
major game-changer for the preservation of life…
and we would have COVID-19 to thank for it.
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HOW TO CLEAN

HOME & DIY

LAST MONTH WE SHOWED YOU HOW TO CLEAN YOUR CURTAINS. THIS TIME WE
TURN OUR ATTENTION TO YOUR BLINDS.

W

hatever style blinds you have, and in
whichever material, discover how to
banish dirt and dust without breaking a

sweat.

FABRIC BLINDS
Start by dusting your fabric blinds from top to
bottom. You can use a vacuum cleaner to save
time. Next, spot clean your blinds using a mild
detergent solution. If your fabric blinds are really
grubby, you may prefer to take them down
and soak in the bath with three tablespoons of
washing-up liquid. Leave to soak for half an hour
to an hour and then clean with a soft brush.
Suitable for vertical, roman, roller, panel and
pleated-style blinds.
WOODEN BLINDS
Real wood blinds do not like moisture so you
should focus on maintaining a consistent dusting
routine above all else. If your wooden blinds do
V10

require more than just a dust, use a very slightly
moist cloth to remove any dirt or grime. Be sure
not to rub the slats too aggressively as this can
ruin the wood stain.
This method is suitable for both vertical and
horizontal slats.
FAUX WOOD BLINDS
The good news is that faux wood blinds are made
from plastic and are therefore not susceptible
to water damage. This means that once you
have dusted your blinds, you can wash them
thoroughly with a bowl of warm, soapy water and
a cloth. Blot dry with a soft cloth or kitchen roll.
METAL BLINDS
The easiest way to clean metal blinds is by taking
them down and placing them in a bathtub filled
with warm water, a few squirts of washing-up
liquid and a cup of baking soda. Leave to soak
for about an hour and then rinse with warm water.
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Soften
UP YOUR HOME

Carpets Direct
Guaranteed Lowest Prices

www.billsturf.com

Established
 FREE FITTING
25 years
 FREE home visits
 80% wool twist pile specialists

Carpets • Vinyls • Laminates • Wood Flooring
We come to you in the comfort of your own home

WHY PAY MORE?

SIX ALTERNATIVE USES FOR FABRIC
SOFTENER AROUND THE HOME

A

lthough its main purpose is to condition
your clothes, fabric softener has the ability
to facilitate many other household tasks.
Check out our favourite ways to use this cheap
and cheerful liquid below.

1. To strip wallpaper

Once you have scoured your wallpaper, mix one
cap full of fabric softener into ¼ litre of water and
apply with a sponge to the wall. Leave to sit for 20
minutes and then you should be able to scrape off
the wallpaper with ease.

2. To eliminate hard-water stains

If you struggle to remove hard-water stains from
your glassware, apply undiluted fabric softener to
the stain, leave for 10
minutes and wipe off

with a cloth. Wash and rinse before use.

3. To remove burnt food

To remove burnt food without ruining your
pots and pans, fill them with warm water and
then add a few drops of fabric softener. Let
them sit for an hour and any burnt food should
wipe straight off. Wash and rinse before use.

CONTACT US TODAY
FOR YOUR FREE
NO OBLIGATION
QUOTE

WE WILL MOVE YOUR FURNITURE & FREE
UPLIFT/REMOVAL OF YOUR OLD CARPET
CALL YOUR LOCAL AREA SPECIALIST

01245 527 096

SPECIALISTS IN LAWN
TRANSFORMATION
We supply and install various grades of turf:
General Purpose Turf Ornamental Turf
Drought Tolerant Turf Heavy Wear Turf
Shade Tolerant Turf

Tel: 01621 740082 Mob: 07807 099591
Email bill@billsturf.com

www.carpets-direct.co.uk

4. To clean paint brushes

Fabric softener is a surfactant, meaning it
makes water wetter, and is therefore ideal
for removing water-based paint from your
brushes. Mix one cup of water and one
teaspoon of fabric softener and dip your
brushes in for up to 30 seconds.

Call 01277 413319

enquiries@forty4electrical.co.uk

Book Online

LOCAL
ELECTRICIAN
FIVE STAR RATED
ON CALL 24/7

5. To make home-made room freshener

Save money on room fresheners by mixing one
part fabric softener and two parts water with two
tablespoons of baking soda. Pour into a spray
bottle and spray liberally around your home. This
can also be used to repel insects.

SPARK A 10% DISCOUNT
Quote VISION10*

*10% discount applies to the labour cost on quotes for jobs undertaken in May & June 2021

6. To banish dust

From simple jobs to large, complex projects.

Hard surfaces in your home are prone to dust.
Minimise these pesky particles by
creating a spray solution that is made
from ¼ cup of fabric softener and one
cup of water. Spray
onto the surface and
wipe away with a dry
cloth.

Forty4 Electrical adv. Accreditation logos

Our local, highly qualified, professional and fully insured
Forty4 Electrical adv. Accreditation logos
NICEIC
qualified electricians are here to serve you.
Forty4 Electrical adv. Accreditation logos
We undertake all aspects of residential and commercial
work, logos
Forty4electrical
Electrical adv. Accreditation
including testing, fault finding, inspections and repairs, together with
electrical installations, upgrades and maintenance.

Fast response time. No call out fee. Clear pricing.
Free quotes. 12 month work guarantee.
Visit: www.forty4electrical.co.uk

Forty4
Electricaladv.
adv.Accreditation
Accreditation logos
Forty4
Electrical
logos

OR
OR
www.facebook.com/Forty4Electrical | www.instagram.com/forty4electrical
OR

OR
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DO YOU NEED AN ELECTRICIAN?

Hoover oser
T

he mistakes most of us make when hoovering.
How many are you guilty of?

Setting it right
The settings on your hoover are there to improve its
efficiency on a range of different surfaces, be that
hard floor, low pile or a thick rug. If you’ve got your
hoover on the wrong setting, you’ll be leaving dirt
behind or, worse still, damaging your floor.
Skirting around the problem
Most modern hoovers will get up close to skirting
boards, leading us to believe our wall-to-wall work is
done; yet it’s the dust residing on the skirting boards
that’s going to leave your floor coated in another
layer of horridness. Wipe down wooden boards
before plugging in the vacuum.
Top form
Many of us store the hoover on the ground floor,
therefore it makes most sense to get started straight
away, right? Wrong. The falling of dust down and
through the house means if you start from the

bottom and work up, you’re simply
coating your pristine floors in a new
layer of dust. Start at the top and work
down.
The same rule applies for removing dirt
from non-floor surfaces. Dust first, let the
room settle, then hoover.

HOME & DIY

WE ARE YOUR LOCAL AND
RELIABLE PROPERTY EXPERTS

V

Bagging it out
Regular changing of the hoover bag and clearing out
(or replacing) the filter are two essentials in ensuring
a proper flow of matter through your hoover.
It’s behind you
The temptation when hoovering is to see a floor
and hoover it; yet most dust and dirt gets blown
under sofas, units and tables. Therefore, for a fullon freshen, move furniture and vacuum behind and
around.
And remember, a hoover isn’t just for the floor – use
your connectors to rid a room of corner cobwebs
and dust around windows.

Domestic & Commercial | Electrical Installations | CCTV & Security
Fault Finding | Outdoor Power & Lighting | EICR Landlord Compliance

PST G RO UP
Fully insured and highly recommended

CONTACT US TODAY

01245 527 079

www.pst-group.co.uk
V14
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PEST
EST
PEST
PROBLEM?

Decorating Services

t control
Your local
Your
local local
Your
professional
pany
professional
professional
pest
Your
local
pest control pest control
company
professional
control
company
company
Your
local
professional

Internal Painting

trol
localcompany
professional
Squirrels • Foxes • Insects

Wallpapering

OBLEM?

ROBLEM?
al professional

External Painting

pest control
pest Wasps
control •company
Rats • Mice
company

control and
company
Wasps
• RatsUK
• Mice
• Squirrels
all other
pests

Foxes
• Insects
• and all UK pestsReliable, professional service
ps • Rats
• Mice
• Squirrels
Contact
today
on
Wasps
• Rats •us
Mice
• Squirrels
• Insects
•
and
all
UK
pests
No job too small
steve.reynolds@multipest.co.uk
Contact us today on

oxes • Insects • and all UK pests
Essex
01206 203 018
01494– 611137
us today
on
Mobile
–
07973
tact
us
today
on 121146
info@multipest.co.uk
www.multipest.co.uk
11137
94
611137
www.multipest.co.uk
@multipest.co.uk
ultipest.co.uk
w.multipest.co.uk
ultipest.co.uk

Contact Mark for your free estimate
Landline: 01621 819109
Mobile: 07734 689872
m.finishingtouch@outlook.com

ou
l to y
Loca

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
Turning Houses into Homes Since 1968

GIVE YOUR HOME

A NEW LOOK

PROFESSIONAL DOUBLE GLAZING & HOME
IMPROVEMENTS INSTALLERS & DESIGNERS
WINDOWS n DOORS n CONSERVATORIES
ORANGERIES n PORCHES n ROOFLINE

CONTACT US FOR YOUR FREE HOME
VISIT & NO OBLIGATION QUOTE

0800 31 84 31

www.smithsltd.co.uk
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HOME & DIY

WASP Finishing Touch

cal
Your local
ional
professional
ntrol
r local
pest control
fessional
y PROBLEM?
company
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How to create a

SMART KITCHEN
E

mbrace innovation with the latest smart kitchen devices that will revolutionise this pivotal room in your
home. Enjoy enhanced convenience, save money and have fun, all at the touch of a button or using
just your voice.
Invest in a smart fridge: How often have you gone to the supermarket unsure
about what exactly you need? Eliminate this problem with a smart fridge that boasts built-in
cameras that allow you to see its contents wherever you are.
Other features include: Adjustable storage spaces that can be used as a fridge or
freezer | Sensors to open and close the door hands-free | Artificial intelligence that detects
maintenance issues

Install smart lighting: The beauty of smart lighting is that it allows you to add the
wow factor to your kitchen without blowing your budget. From smart dimmers that can
be controlled from your phone or your smart speaker, to smart bulbs that plug into your
existing light fittings and boast an adjustable colour temperature.
Other features include: Control individual bulbs, groups or your whole home’s lighting |
Set light themes to create different atmospheres | Motion-sensing lights
Cook with a smart oven: Whether you love to cook or see it as more of a chore, a
smart oven will revolutionise the way you feed your family, providing you with the means to
control your cooking from your smartphone or tablet, whether you are in your home or not.
Other great features can include: Voice control | Automatic setting selection | In-oven camera
Add a smart tap: No kitchen is complete without a sink, and for times when your hands
are either full or dirty but you need water, a smart tap offers the perfect solution. Choose from
a touchless faucet that works by waving your hands in front of the sensor or a voice-enabled
tap that can be customised with your preferred commands.
ViSIOn ChelmsfordBeaulieu edition11 | to advertise call 01245 527071
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PT’s Services

WASTE/RUBBISH
& GARDEN CLEARANCE

I N T E R I O R I N S P I R AT I O N S

FULLY INSURED & LICENSED

Photo credit: lukearthurwells.com

01245 377085

www.cwcessex.co.uk | care@cwcessex.co.uk

07492 811846

PTS-Services
www.rubbish-removal-chelmsford.co.uk

Who is interior designer Luke Arthur Wells? Find out more about the interiors expert who’s taken
social media by storm – your new interiors inspiration.

L

uke Arthur Wells has emerged as one of the
most influential designers of 2021, following a
year when various lockdowns and being asked
to ‘stay at home’ have really shone the spotlight on
interior design. But who exactly is Luke Arthur Wells?
Based in the South West of England, Luke is an
interior designer, stylist and writer, helping to style
homes all over the world. He’s a former Great Interior
Design Challenge contestant, with a classic, timeless
taste that’s accessible and incredibly stylish.
With more than 70,000 followers on Instagram and
a successful blog, Luke has amassed a dedicated
following. He recently moved into a Victorian terrace
in need of freshening up, and interiors enthusiasts
have been following his incredible transformations
over the past year. From the art of styling a room
to creative DIY tutorials such as simple, custom
radiator covers, Luke provides plenty of inspiration
to those who seek it.
V18

To bring Luke’s classic style into your own home,
here are some tips:
> Incorporate neutral tones against beautiful textures
and striking accessories.
> Light tones don’t need to be boring. Use them to
flood light into the room, and bring in contrasting
accent colours like black and charcoal to make
your home’s features pop.
> Mix high-street items alongside upcycled pieces
and the perfect finishing touches to create a look
that’s accessible, timeless and beautiful.
> Love accessories. From prints and floral displays
to statement vases and plant pots, accessories
add colour and character to your home.
Want to recreate Luke’s incredible home styling?
Covering everything from creating mood boards to
on-trend DIY panelling, check out Luke’s projects at
www.lukearthurwells.com/blog for inspiration.

ViSIOn ChelmsfordBeaulieu edition11 | to advertise call 01245 527071

Expertise in brickwork & residential construction
n All aspects of brickwork
n New builds n Extensions/conversions
n Garden rooms and home offices
n Renovations n Structural steel
n External work/landscaping
n Foundations n Dry lining
n Project management
n No job too small
If your project needs something not listed here we almost
always know the best people for the job.

Please contact us if you have any questions or would like to talk to us about your project
01376 421238 n 07553 522438 n tom@hartsbrickwork.uk n www.hartsbrickwork.uk
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LOCAL NEWS
from your neighbourhood

3 LAYER FELT n MASTIC ASPHALT
FIBREGLASS ROOFING (GRP)
n LIQUID COATINGS
n SINGLE PLY/RUBBER ROOFING

n

n

V
LOCAL NEWS

THE FLAT ROOFING
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Drug dealer jailed
after violent assault

Carpet & Flooring Specialists
u
u
u
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u

Vinyl

u

Luxury Vinyl Tiles
Karndean

u

Laminate

Wood

Contact us today

01245 763245 u 07843 493821

www.fishpoolflooring.co.uk
info@fishpoolflooring.co.uk
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drug dealer who violently assaulted a vulnerable
man, who he had recruited to sell drugs, has been
jailed for five-and-a-half years after being arrested in
Chelmsford.
In September 2020, Mohammad Mahaboob, 20,
recruited the victim with the promise of paying him
£100 to £120 a day in return for selling drugs in Essex.
The victim, who took on the work to fund his own
drugs habit, was not paid, so he took some of the
drugs without telling Mahaboob.
Having learned of the theft, Mahaboob ordered the
victim to a flat in Romford, where he violently assaulted
him. He punched and kicked the victim in the face and
body for an hour.
On a second visit to the flat, the victim had a razor
blade held against his throat and was made to lie on
the floor, where he was then stamped on, punched
and kicked.

On a third occasion, the victim was punched, cut in
the face with a razor blade, and hit twice in the chest
with an antique clothes iron.
The victim, who was aged in his 30s, contacted
police in November and officers took him to hospital
for treatment.
Officers from Essex Police’s Operation Raptor
team arrested Mahaboob in the Melbourne area of
Chelmsford on suspicion of being concerned in the
supply of drugs. While in custody, he was found to be
in possession of drugs.
At Chelmsford Crown Court on January 4,
Mahaboob admitted two counts of being concerned
in the supply of class A drugs, two counts of assault
occasioning actual bodily harm, and one count of
possessing criminal property.
He was sentenced to five-and-a-half years in prison
at the same court on May 4.
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Fascinating new book

about iconic estate available
A

new book about Hylands Estate is being released,
with a focus on the building’s many past owners
and its remarkable restoration.
The elegant white mansion is a familiar sight to
visitors and is often regarded as the jewel in the city’s
crown.
But how much do you really know about the story of
this grand estate?
Nick Wickenden, who was the head of Chelmsford
Museum for many years and played a key role in the
restoration of Hylands, has now written Hylands: A
Remarkably Elegant… Mansion House.
The author explained: “Unlike many fine estates,

Hylands hasn’t been passed through generations of
one rich family. It has changed hands many times,
from members of parliament, a polar explorer, and
now a local authority. The house is the main character
of its own story; it isn’t a memorial to any particular
owner, but an architectural icon which has witnessed
much change.”
Details of nearly 300 years of life at the estate can
be found in the book, provided by Linda Knock,
a dedicated researcher of Hylands Estate and the
chairman of The Friends of Hylands House.
To purchase a copy, go to hylandsestate.co.uk/
product/hylands-book

Two barber shops vandalised on same day
T
wo popular barber shops in Chelmsford have
been vandalised in what is believed to have been
a targeted attack.
Essex Boys Barber Shops in High Chelmer Shopping
Centre and on London Road were both vandalised on
Sunday, May 23.
The one in the shopping centre had its windows
smashed, while the other shop had its shutters
covered in spray paint.
Essex Boys has received plenty of support on social
media following the crimes.

V22

Essex Police, who were called to the shopping
centre unit at 4.15pm on the day of the vandalism, are
now asking for witnesses to come forward.
Anyone who saw the vandalism taking place, has
CCTV footage or any information about the incident,
should contact police.
You can do so by calling 101, quoting incident
number 230 of May 23.
You can also submit information via www.essex.
police.uk or, if you would prefer to remain anonymous,
you can call Crimestoppers on 0800 555 111.
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Everything for
your floor
and more
Over 4000 carpets and cushion floor,
luxury vinyl tiles, Amtico flooring
and remnants all in stock.

Carpet
Vinyl
Laminate
Luxury Vinyl Tiles
Contract Vinyl
Artificial Grass

Opening in line with government guidelines to ensure the safety of customers and staff

ESSEX’S LARGEST CARPET AND VINYL
STOCKISTS ARE NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
Tel: 01376 514211 | www.ramsdenmills.com | ramsdenmills@yahoo.co.uk
Chipping Hill Industrial Estate, Braintree Road, Witham, Essex CM8 2TR
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City mayor re-elected
after difficult year

LOCAL NEWS

C

ouncillor Jude Deakin (pictured) was delighted to
be re-elected as Mayor of Chelmsford for 2021/22
last month.
Her past term as mayor was heavily impacted by
the pandemic, making it impossible for her and the
deputy mayor, councillor Linda Mascot, to carry out
their normal duties.
The groups on Chelmsford City Council agreed it
would be fair to extend their terms of office by another
year, to give them the opportunity to raise more
money for their charities and attend the face-to-face
engagements they have missed out on.
This marks the first consecutive term of office for a
Chelmsford mayor since councillor Frederick Langton
in 1959.
Mayor Jude said: “I’m delighted that councillors
have nominated me to serve for another year, which
I hope will mean many more visits to people and
organisations across the district. Hopefully, we will
also be able to hold plenty of fundraising events for my
charities, Helping Hands Essex, Mid and North East
Essex Mind, and Sanctus.”
The mayor appointed her daughter, Helen, to be her
mayoress, and the deputy mayor’s husband, Ian, will
support her as her consort.
Despite months of restrictions, the mayor and
deputy put a lot of effort into making the most of the
past year, taking part in plenty of virtual meetings.

The government funding of £98,000 will be used
to help two vulnerable groups in particular – young
people with nowhere to stay, and people at risk of
repeatedly becoming homeless.
A total of £50,000 will go towards intensive
supported accommodation for people at risk of
repeated homelessness.
Councillor Stephen Robinson, Leader of Chelmsford
City Council, said: “We are going through extremely
difficult times, emotionally, mentally and financially. For
those who face homelessness, it’s even worse.
“We don’t think anyone should be without a home.
This scheme is a way to help young people turn their
lives around before they needlessly spiral into greater
difficulties.”

We can make it a reality.

ADAPT TO CHANGING
LIFESTYLES WITH THE
PERFECT GARDEN ROOM

Man charged with murder
after mum-of-two found dead

A

man who was charged with the murder of Maria
Rawlings in Redbridge recently appeared in court.
Maria Rawlings (pictured), 45, of Chelmsford, was
found by a dog walker in shrubbery in Little Heath on
Tuesday, May 4.
A post-mortem carried out at Walthamstow Mortuary
the following day confirmed the cause of death as
“neck compression”.
Valentin Lazar, 20, from Barking, was charged with
the murder of the mum-of-two on May 10.
He appeared in custody at Barkingside Magistrates’
Court on Tuesday, May 11, before appearing at the
Central Criminal Court on Thursday, May 13.
Homicide detectives from Specialist Crime
Command are leading the investigation.
DCI Hillier said: “My team and I are working around
the clock, following a number of enquiries in our work
to establish what happened to Maria.”
Anyone with information is asked to contact police
on 020 8345 3865, via 101 or tweet @MetCC and
quote CAD 3551/4May.

Government funding secured
to help tackle homelessness

C

helmsford City Council has secured almost
£100,000 of government funding for two new
projects to help homeless people in the area.
More than 1,000 households contact the council
every year because they are at risk of losing their
homes. There are usually 250 homeless families in
temporary accommodation, as well as between six
and 10 people sleeping rough in the city.
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To find out more contact Capital Electrical Ltd

• Multifunctional workspace
• Extra family space
• Use or let
• Prices to fit all budgets
• Custom built by professional,
friendly, reliable tradesmen

Call 01245 527 094 or visit www.cap-elec.co.uk
info@cap-elec.co.uk
capitalelectrical

capitalelectricalservicesltd

CUSTOM AIR
SOLUTIONS

The Perfect Temperature for the Perfect Life

year Cooling and Heating modes l Economical to run
by fully qualified experienced engineers
l Installed anywhere in your home or workspace l Living Areas l Bedrooms
l Loft Extensions l Conservatories l Outhouses l No job is too big or too small.

SOLUTIONS

l All

l Installed

Please check out customairsolutionsltd on Instagram for more pictures.

Please private message us on social media or call
Ryan on 07576 052025 or Duncan on 07850 353395
for a free quotation
We install Daikin, Mitsubishi Electric and Panasonic.

GET
CON IN
FOR TACT
QUO A FREE
TA
AND TION
INFO

Prices start from £1000.00 depending on the room size and manufacturer of kit that you decide when options are given
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01245 478111 | 07710 358347
Local family business established 1997

Friendly • Family-run
Elmhurst accredited
Contact James Cable for a quotation
on 01245 601643 or 07791 214914
james@nhassessments.co.uk

www.newhome-assessments.co.uk
www.lkgdaughtersplumbing.co.uk
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Member of Parliament for Chelmsford

T

hank goodness that cold, wet month of May is
behind us and things have brightened up. It has
been so good to be in Chelmsford following the further
easing of restrictions.
I visited several of the independently owned coffee
shops in Moulsham Street and was taken on a tour
of Chelmsford’s night-time economy by one of the
centre’s leading club owners. They have worked to
welcome back customers in a COVID-secure way. On
Friday and Saturday nights, there is a new Drinkaware
team who you might spot in their ‘here to help you’
t-shirts. They are especially looking out for the safety
of women. The SOS Night Bus, crewed by volunteers
and paramedics, is also working to keep people safe.
Children and families were enjoying the soft-play
centre, Mace Playce, when I visited. Please do

support our local businesses as they work
hard to reopen.
The vaccine roll-out is speeding ahead, and
as I write those who are aged 25 and over
are now eligible to book in for their vaccine.
Two community pharmacies in Chelmsford
are delivering COVID-19 vaccinations – the
Melbourne Pharmacy and the Tesco In-House
Pharmacy, Princes Road. The single-dose COVID-19
vaccine produced by Johnson and Johnson has just
been approved for use in the UK by the MHRA, which
is the fourth vaccine to be approved for use here.
This will play a crucial part in the UK’s already very
successful vaccine roll-out.
As ever, do contact me at vicky.ford.mp@parliament.
uk should you need my assistance with anything.

123 Watchouse Road, Galleywood, Chelmsford, CM2 8NG
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Drug dealer jailed for three years
A

drug dealer who sold heroin and cocaine in Chelmsford has been
jailed.
Armand Mpita, 28, was identified by officers during a county lines
investigation between July 2020 and February 2021.
He was arrested in February and charged with three counts of
supplying heroin and four counts of supplying crack cocaine.
After initially denying the offences, he changed his plea to guilty on
Tuesday, May 18, at Ipswich Crown Court.
Mpita, of Manor Road in West Ham, London, was sentenced on the
same day to a total of three years and seven months’ imprisonment.
The judge also granted a Serious Crime Prevention Order, which
will last for five years following Mpita’s release from prison. The order
will restrict him from owning or regularly using more than one mobile
phone and SIM card.
As part of the conditions listed in the order, he must also inform
officers of any password or PIN lock and must not allow anyone else
to use any of his communication devices.
This was the first case in which the Serious Violence Unit has
applied for a Serious Crime Prevention Order.
Assistant Chief Constable Andy Prophet said: “This is just one
example of how we use the powers available to us to restrict drug
dealers such as Mpita from continuing their criminal activity.
“We’re committed to keeping people safe from the harm caused
by drug gangs and dealers, and protecting vulnerable people and
children who are exploited and groomed by these criminals.”
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Drink driver sentenced
after injuring cyclist

LOCAL NEWS

A

drink driver who caused a collision in which a
cyclist was seriously injured has been sentenced
to 20 months in a young offenders’ institute.
The cyclist, a man in his 60s, was struck by a grey
Seat Ibiza on Partridge Avenue, Chelmsford, at around
9.50am on Sunday, September 13, last year.
The driver of the car fled the scene.
The cyclist was taken to hospital, where he remained
for two weeks, undergoing a full hip replacement and
receiving treatment for a fractured pelvis.
The car was found a short time later, having flipped
over and landed in the middle of a roundabout on
Essex Regiment Way.
When officers spoke to the driver, Samuel Jones
(pictured), 19, he was slurring his words. Officers also
found three empty bottles of alcohol in the footwell on
the front passenger side.
When he was breathalysed, Jones was found to be
nearly three times the legal limit.
He was arrested and later charged with causing
serious injury by dangerous driving, dangerous driving,
drink driving, and failing to stop following a collision.
Jones, of Beehive Lane, Chelmsford, pleaded guilty
to all the charges at Chelmsford Magistrates’ Court on
April 12. On May 26, he was sentenced to 20 months
in a young offenders’ institute.
He has also been banned from driving for two years
and 10 months.

This is Mr Reeve’s third book on the city, after
previously launching Chelmsford Through Time and
Secret Chelmsford.
Among the buildings that feature in the latest book
are the old police station, the administration offices,
theatres, museums and sports grounds.
This book will be the latest in the series of 50
Buildings, published by Amberley books, with other
Essex areas featured in the past including Brentwood
and Southend.
A spokesperson for Amberley Books claimed that the
book will “appeal to all those who live in Chelmsford or
who have an interest in the city”.
To find out more or to purchase the book, go to
www.amberley-books.com/chelmsford-in-50buildings.html

County council set to cover
extra expenditures on bridge

E

ssex County Council (ECC) will have to cover any
overspend on a bridge to support green travel to
and from a new development in Chelmsford.
The bridge, which is to be built over the future North
East Bypass, will support significant levels of new
housing to the north of the city.
Before the housing plans can be put into action,
years of quarrying must take place and a permanent
£5.5million structure will be built to help the process.
Last month, Chelmsford City Council agreed to
release £1.5million of forward funding – loaned from
the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) – to allow the
delivery of the permanent bridge.
Cabinet member, councillor Mike Mackrory, said in a
meeting on May 19: “The funding principle is essentially
to forward fund the cost of £1.5million, with £4million
coming from ECC and the balance being made up of
£1.5million from the already held CIL funds.
“That £1.5million is to be subsequently reimbursed
by the developer by way of a Section 106 as part of
the future housing development.
“Should there be any overspend in the construction
cost of £5.5million, this is to be met by ECC.”

Author’s new book explores
city’s rich history
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GARDEN
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DESIGN & CARE

Patios • Decking
Fencing
Landscape
Landscape Gardeners covering Burnham
Chelmsford • Maldon • Tiptree • Witham

Tel: 01376 520746 • Mob: 07595 868944
Web: www.mowdenhalldesigns.co.uk
Email: petercowling4050@btinternet.com
20, Sauls Avenue, Witham, Essex CM8 1JP

DO YOU WANT TO DEFEAT DAMP
& CONQUER CONDENSATION?

QUALITY DAMP SERVICES FOR
DOMESTIC, HISTORIC & COMMERICAL PROPERTIES
DAMP PROOFING RISING DAMP CONDENSATION
WOODWORM DRY/WET ROT

A

new book that explores Chelmsford’s rich history
was released recently and takes readers on a
guided tour through the city’s historic and modern
buildings.
Jim Reeve’s book, named Chelmsford in 50
Buildings, examines the changes the city has
undergone over the years to make it into the thriving
commercial city that it is today.

Est.1979
Est.1979

Photo credit: Ruby Ward @theartoflondonn
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DON’T DELAY – CONTACT US TODAY: 01245 708900
www.benhampreservation.co.uk

Photo credit: Ruby Ward @theartoflondonn
info@benhampreservation.co.uk
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Norvik
Dean
Stoves
5kw output (Package 1)
DEFRA Approved

Dartmoor Baker 5
5kw multifuel or
woodburner only
(Package 15) matt black

£999 +VAT FITTED

£2399 +VAT
FITTED

8 colour options available
for colour £2499 plus VAT
(Package 16)

Axe-throwing experience
opens up in city

We believe in value for
money, we can supply
and ﬁt any make and
any model of stove at
prices that make our
competitors complain...
and yes, they have!
OPENING TIMES:
Monday to Saturday
9.15am - 5pm
Sunday 10am - 3pm

THESE PRICES INCLUDE: ﬂue pipe, closure plate, liner, caps, clamps, plates etc.,
and ﬁtting by a HETAS Registered Engineer.

Telephone: 01702 715161 www.gatfire.co.uk
Telephone: 01702
715161 01702 715161
Telephone:
Telephone:
01702
715161
www.gatfire.co.uk
www.gatfire.co.uk
Telephone:
01702 715161

WANT
TO
EARN
EXTRA
£?
Telephone:
Telephone: 01702
01702 715161
715161
www.gatfire.co.uk

www.gatfire.co.uk
Our Estimates are FREE, Our Advice is FREE... IT MUST BE WORTH A CALL!

WE NEED DISTRIBUTORS IN YOUR AREA!
www.gatfire.co.uk
www.gatfire.co.uk
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Worcester topped the charts, with an
impressive 96 per cent of its car parks being
accessible for Blue Badge holders.
Keith Hawes, director at Nationwide
Vehicle Contracts, said: “Cities need to
make themselves more inclusive and
accessible, particularly as the high street is
struggling.
“Towns and cities, especially those known
for being UK tourist traps, should take a
look at their facilities to make sure they can
provide inclusive parking for all.”

Cyclists raise £50,000
for cancer charity

A

new axe-throwing experience opened in
Chelmsford at the start of June.
The Game of Throwing experience, at 41 Beehive
Lane in Chelmsford, involves groups of up to six
people learning how to safely throw an axe in their
own axe-throwing lane.
Players must be aged 10 or older and children must
be accompanied by an adult.
The location in Chelmsford has completed risk
assessments and action plans in line with government
guidance. Staff stress that the safety and wellness of
their guests is their highest priority.
Daniel Hill, founder of Game of Throwing, said:
“We’re really excited to be opening our first venue
in Chelmsford and can’t wait to welcome our first
customers.
“Urban axe-throwing experiences are increasingly
popular around the world, and we’re delighted to be
launching the experience in the UK.
“Following a year when people have been unable to
get together with friends and colleagues, this offers an
opportunity to book a fun, safe indoor experience that
many people won’t have tried before.”
For more information and to book, please visit
www.gameofthrowing.co.uk
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M

ore than 1,000 cyclists, including the Threadgold
family from Chelmsford, gathered at Crix in
Hatfield Peverel to take part in Ride for Helen 2021,
raising more than £50,000 for the Helen Rollason
Cancer Charity.
Strict social distancing measures were adhered to
and guidelines set out by British Cycling were followed
so riders could take part with confidence.
The annual bike ride, now in its eighth year, has
become a firm favourite on the Essex cycling calendar.
The charity welcomed riders of all ages and abilities,
with a choice of cycling routes between six miles and
65 miles.
Paula, Richard and Alice Threadgold from
Chelmsford completed the 30-mile ride.
Paula said: “We had a brilliant day and were
impressed with the organisation and social distancing
measures that had been put in place. It was a most
enjoyable ride.”
Helen Rollason Cancer Charity community fundraiser,
Karen Mitchell, said: “What a fantastic turnout. More
than 1,000 supporters attended our annual Ride
for Helen, raising in the region of £50,000 for the
charity, with almost half of the income generated from
sponsorship and more money flooding in.
“This event will fund 2,000 counselling appointments
or 1,000 reflexology sessions for our clients.”

City named in top 20 places
for Blue Badge parking

Your
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Lifestyle
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C

helmsford has been included in a study that has
revealed the top 20 most accessible places for
Blue Badge holders to park.
Nationwide Vehicle Contracts analysed data from
56 car parks in the UK to calculate each area’s
percentage of accessible car parks.
Chelmsford came in joint 16th place, with Colchester
having the same percentage (83 per cent).
ViSIOn ChelmsfordBeaulieu edition11 | to advertise call 01245 527071
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t’s arguably the most advanced piece of everyday technology ever invented, yet
the demands we place on it mean our phones are always in use, always on the
move and forever susceptible to damage.
Our humble devices endure a lot, and we often fail to give them the protection they
deserve. Here are five sure-fire ways to preserve the usefulness (and cosmetic
appearance) of your cherished mobile phone.

ONE: On the Case
It’s the simplest advice you’ll ever receive, but adding a protective case to
your phone will preserve its life like nothing else. A tempered glass screen
will ensure you lose no performance from your device while saving on
scratches and impacts on the front. It can also be replaced cheaply, quickly
and easily.
Remember, though, bashes, knocks and drops on the sides and corners can
travel across the outer shell to create cracks, so investing in an all-over protective
case is smart.
TWO: Pocket Rocket
What’s in your pocket that may scratch or make other abrasions on your phone?
Keys and coins are the biggest culprits, and scratches usually occur when we’re in
a hurry, or are distracted by friends (or alcohol). Keep pockets clear of debris if
you want to preserve your mobile’s aesthetics.
THREE: Gripping Stuff
Mobile phone holders and grips have grown in popularity over recent years.
They prevent gadgets from slipping through fingers and aid functionality
when we’re using them. What’s not to like?
FOUR: Water and temperature
Phone malfunctions often have a lot to with water, heat and extreme cold. Exposing
your device to any of these will speed up its deterioration.
FIVE: Curiosity Killed the… Phone
The other enemy to mobile phone health is of course leaving it unattended. Small
kids, toddlers and even pets can wreak massive damage, so keep it under a
watchful eye at all times.
V32
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Do you have a roof cleaning
project we can help with?
WE TAKE THAT EXTRA STEP
TO PROTECT YOUR ROOF
Roof Cleaning ✦ Gutter Cleaning
Roof Scraping-Demossing
Jet Washing - Patio/Driveway

IN PARTNERSHIP
WITH

CONTACT US TODAY

07891 176124 ✦ 01245 922133
www.essexroofcleaners.co.uk
info@essexroofcleaners.co.uk

GET A

FREE

QUOT
E

DOWNLOAD OUR APP FROM THE APP STORE TODAY!

CHELMSFORD’S PREMIER
TAXI COMPANY

FAREWAY
01245 355 555
ViSIOn ChelmsfordBeaulieu edition11 | to advertise call 01245 527071
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Cloudy2Clear, A Local
Service With A Smile.
Manufacturing l Installation l Restoration
l West One Wood Flooring and Carpets Ltd is a
specialist in the manufacturing, installation
and restoration of antique reclaimed and new
timber flooring
l We can supply and fit a variety of stunning
timber floors for domestic properties and
commercial projects
l Installation is by a skilled friendly professional
team who offer high quality service and aftercare
l Our flooring is competitively priced with
innovative solutions to suit your needs
l We now offer a more comprehensive range of
flooring including carpets and Karndean.
Stockists of

www.westonewoodflooring.co.uk
Unit 3 Blackall Industrial Estate,
Hamberts Road,
South Woodham Ferrers
Essex CM3 5UW
V34

When talking to the Manager of
Cloudy2Clear windows Chris
Miller it became clear that these
values have been held dear for a
number of years. Since starting
the business some years ago
Cloudy2Clear have remained
true to their core values of

supporting the local community
by providing a service that saves
the public money.
The Cloudy2Clear service only
requires the glass to be replaced
and not the whole window
once the unit has failed. Chris
commented “Cloudy2Clear were
able to assist our community
through the last financial crisis
in 2008 due to the savings
that can be made in using
our service. Unfortunately
we might be going through
something similar again soon
and the public can rest assured
that we will be there to help
again”.

All C2C employees
operate a strict social
distancing policy.

For a free quotation please
call 0800 61 21 118 or visit
cloudy2clear.co.uk.

Have Your Windows
Steamed Up?
Replace the pane, not the frame!

Call us on

01277 630837
07833 753501
07545 772070

I think we can all agree that the
sooner we see the back of 2020
and this dreadful corona virus
the better. That said, there
are also some heart warming
positives that we can take out of
this situation. It has often been
said that we can only really get
to know one another and realise
what is truly important in times
of crisis. I think few would
argue that in this case what has
proven to be important is local
community spirit.

All glazing backed by our

Ha

m

“I really liked the fact
that they were a local
community run business”

be

UNIT 3
rts

Rd

Janet Beard

Social distancing in operation

We are a
Which?
Trusted Trader

Faulty locks, handles or hinges?
Priority freephone

BLACKALL
INDUSTRIAL
ESTATE
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www.cloudy2clear.co.uk

Love Your Home - Protect Your Windows - Save Money
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lived through 13 years of on-andoff depression myself where, in my
darkest hours, I have considered
ending it.”
Kemp said that his mum, famous
singer Shirlie Holliman, actually
saved his life. At his darkest
moment, she made sure he wasn’t
alone and allowed him to confide
in her about his suicidal thoughts.
When he called her in crisis, she
stayed on the phone with him as she
travelled to London to be by his side.
Kemp was devastated by the loss
of his close friend and fellow Capital Breakfast
colleague, Joe Lyons, in August 2020. Recognising
when friends are in trouble and encouraging
people to open up about their emotions is at the
heart of Kemp’s work across both TV and radio,
championing a trend for people to be outspoken
and honest about their feelings.
He said: “It shook me back then and it continues
to now. I still have days where I can’t believe he isn’t
here, and I didn’t see the signs.
“I actually think we’re in a much better place than
we were 10 years ago when it comes to speaking
out and having the confidence to say what’s really
on our minds, what’s really troubling us.
“The problem, I feel, is that this is being
counterbalanced by so many other pressures,
and lots of those stem from social media. I don’t
think we can change how Twitter, Facebook and
Instagram have altered our lives, yet we can teach
people to approach and view those influences in
different ways. Obviously, the strands run much
deeper than just that, but it is a good place to start.
“We all need to play our part. It’s an old cliché, but
to save just one life makes it all worthwhile.”
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he spectre of suicide in young people is one
that looms large over modern society. Not in
20 years have so many people in the UK felt
so low as to want to take their own lives, with men
accounting for three-quarters of those.
Capital FM radio DJ Roman Kemp is not someone
you would typically expect to want to talk about the
subject. The son of Spandau Ballet icon Martin
Kemp, the 28-year-old has grown up in the calm
and comfort of a privileged life, has been afforded
avenues into the entertainment world, and goes
about his daily presenting duties with a breezy
brand of optimistic irreverence that’s fashionable
and carefree.
Yet Kemp harbours a more solemn side, one
that has driven him to campaign and champion
mental health awareness. He brings an honesty
and humility to his work that’s been well-received,
not least because of the struggles we have all
encountered over the past year or so in light of
COVID-19, lockdown, recession and the impact on
our daily lives.
“At the heart of it is using a platform to do
something worthwhile and meaningful,” says Kemp,
who has been at Capital FM for seven years and
supplements his time on the airwaves with various
entertainment shows, including Martin & Roman’s
Weekend Best! alongside his father.
One of the stars of I’m a Celebrity...Get Me Out
of Here! in 2019 – he finished third behind Andrew
Whyment and Jacqueline Jossa – the talented
presenter has drawn on profound personal upset
in putting together a recent BBC3 documentary.
Roman Kemp: Our Silent Emergency, which was
released in March 2021, has been nominated for a
National Television Award.
“I come at this from the perspective of having
known someone who took his own life, and having
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PUZZLES

V PUZZLES & Trivia

Answers: see end of The Vision Listings

ACROSS
1. Succession; series (8)
5. Run at a moderate pace (4)
8. Sag (5)
9. Sour in taste (7)
10. Mountain in the Himalayas (7)
12. Contemplations (7)
14. Subdivision (7)
16. Part of a chair (7)
18. Increasing rapidly (7)
19. Kingdom (5)
20. Japanese beverage (4)
21. Large metal pot (8)

1

2

3

8

5

6

7

9

10

Why not Recycle and
Upcycle your Furniture?

11

12

COMMISSIONS
FITTED FURNITURE
13

14

15

16

Down
1. Soft drink (US) (4)
2. Cites (6)
3. Act of spying (9)
4. Stops (6)
6. Thief (6)
7. Not inclined to talk (8)
11. Let oracle (anag) (9)
12. Thick dark syrup (8)
13. Set out on a journey (6)
14. Mark of disgrace (6)

did you know?

17
18

19

20

Across

FIND US AT THE POP UP MARKET – FIRST SUNDAY
OF EVERY MONTH IN CHELMSFORD CITY CENTRE
YOU CAN FIND MY WORK AND A HOST OF
OTHER ARTISTS AND CRAFTERS AT THE
ART PLACE, MEADOWS SHOPPING CENTRE.

Down

1 - Succession; series (8)

1 - Soft drink (US) (4)

Makepace
worse
5 - Run at 15.
a moderate
(4)

2 - Cites (6)

(6)
8 - Sag (5)17. Word ending a prayer (4)

3 - Act of spying (9)

9 - Sour in taste (7)

4 - Stops (6)

10 - Mountain in the Himalayas (7)

6 - Thief (6)

sudoku

12 - Contemplations (7)

7 - Not inclined to talk (8)

14 - Subdivision (7)

11 - Let oracle (anag) (9)

2

19 - Kingdom (5)

u Most wasabi in supermarkets is made
20 - Japanese beverage (4)
from coloured horseradish with flavourings,
21 - Large metal pot (8)
as real wasabi is expensive to make
u Crackers often have holes in them to
prevent air bubbles from forming when
cooking

3

u Farm-raised salmon is naturally white or
grey. A pink colour is added to mimic the
natural colour of a wild salmon
u Russian president Dmitry Medvedev
signed a bill in 2011 officially classifying beer
as alcohol. Previously, anything containing
less than 10 per cent alcohol in Russia was
considered foodstuff
u A typical ear of corn has an even number
of rows

8
7 1

9 3

1

13 - Set out on a journey (6)
14 - Mark of disgrace (6)
15 - Make worse (6)

4

5
6

8 4
1

12 - Thick dark syrup (8)

3

17 - Word ending a prayer (4)

7 4 8 9 6
6

Contact
Edwina
on
07767 012611
paints preserve us

21

u Pound cake got its name from its recipe –
16 - Part of a chair (7)
one pound each of butter, eggs, sugar and
18 - Increasing rapidly (7)
flour
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Fed up of mowing the lawn?
Why not call
07821 133 414

O

Experienced l Qualified
Insured l Reliable l Honest
l

A

well-designed patio can act as a second living
room for your home, transforming your
garden from basic to beautiful. However,
you need to make sure you choose the right
materials and style for your property if you
want a showstopping end result.

Please do not hesitate to get in touch and see how our innovative approach
to keeping your lawn maintained can save you time and money whilst
offering ease and simplicity

PICK PATIO FLOORING TYPE

CHOOSE THE RIGHT SIZE
There are three steps involved in sizing your patio flooring:
1. Decide how big you want your patio to be
2. Determine the size of your chosen patio material
3. Work out how much flooring you need to cover your chosen area

anthony@chel-mow.co.uk

cre

dit:

ukt

s.c

om

www.chel-mow.co.uk

Ph
oto

WOOD – Timeless and extremely
versatile, wood can be used to create
a rustic or modern-styled patio area. You
can also sand down wood multiple times, making
it a great long-term investment for your home. Apply a
protective wood oil for enhanced longevity.
NATURAL STONE – For the epitome of luxury, natural stone
is hard to beat. Popular natural stone options include slate,
travertine, granite and marble. Avoid light-coloured natural
stones if you have pets or young children.
CERAMIC TILE – A classic flooring material, ceramic
offers a durable and cost-effective way to create a patio
area in your garden. Opt for unglazed tiles to reduce
the risk of slipping and consider adding a sealant to
protect from wear and tear.
BRICK – Low maintenance and slip resistant,
brick gives off an old-world feel that is ideal
for period properties. If cost is an issue, brick
pavers make a cheaper alternative.
CONCRETE – Arguably the most versatile choice,
concrete can be moulded to fit any shape, and
you can personalise it with colouring, stamping,
brushing, painting and patterning.

Say goodbye to the chore and effort of mowing yourself
Avoid the cost of buying your own tools and the space lost from storing them
l Professional equipment and trained staff for a higher quality finish
l Regular attendance to ensure your lawn is well-kept throughout the year
l Ask us about our refer-a-friend rewards and same-street-saver system

l

All of your Landscaping & Tree Care Needs

• Tree Surgery & Removal
• Pollarding & Pruning
• Hedge Trimming
• Shrub Pruning
• Garden Clearance
• Site Left Tidy

• Driveways & Patios
• Paths & Brickwork
• Gravel Gardens
• Fencing & Turfing
• Drive & Patio Cleaning
• Tarmacadam/Tar & Chip

Tel: 01621 892 659 or Mob: 07495 766 372

PATIO STYLE IDEAS

> Surround tiles with decorative stones for a more organic look
> Swap grass for a paved patio and surround with raised flowerbeds
> Select interior and exterior flooring in the same tone to create a seamless flow
V40
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Gain instant privacy with our mature Tree and Hedging plants

Gain instant privacy with our mature Tree and Hedging plants
Browse plants & buy online: kingco.co.uk

or VISIT
OUR &
NURSERY
nearkingco.co.uk
Braintree t: 01376 340 469
Browse
plants
buy online:
or Tree
VISIT
OUR NURSERY
Braintree
t: 01376
King & Co The
Nursery,
Dunmow
Rd,near
Rayne,
Nr Braintree
CM77 340
6WF469
07500
870309
01277 284638
INFO@ESSEXTREECARELTD.CO.UK
King & Co The Tree Nursery, Dunmow Rd, Rayne, Nr Braintree CM77 6WF

ALL TREE WORKS
ALL
TREE WORK
UNDERTAKEN
UNDERTAKEN
PRUNING, THINNING,

CALL TODAY
FOR YOUR
NO OBLIGATION
QUOTE WITH NO
HIDDEN EXTRAS
ESSEX TOP RATED
TREE SURGERY COMPANY
2017/2018 ON

REDUCTIONS,
m FAMILY RUN BUSINESS
FELLING
ANDEXPERIENCE
REMOVAL,
35 YEARS
m OVER
DEAD m
WOOD
REMOVAL,
THINNING
m PRUNING
m REDUCTIONS
SITEREMOVAL
CLEARANCE,
m FELLING AND
m DEAD WOOD REMOVAL
HEDGE
MAINTENANCE,
m SITE CLEARANCE m HEDGE MAINTENANCE
FIREWOOD
SALES
SALES FULLY
INSURED
m FIREWOOD
ESSEX TOP RATED TREE SURGERY COMPANY 2017/2018 ON

Call today for your no
obligation, quote with
no hidden extras!

0750007500
870
309
870399
/ 01277 284638
www.essextreecareltd.co.uk
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FAMILY RUN BUSINESS
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Garden Goldmine

07500 870309

01277 284638

INFO@ESSEXTREECARELTD.CO.UK

ALLCTREE WORKS
UNDERTAKEN

O U T D O O R F E AT U R E S T H AT A D D VA L U E T O Y O U R P R O P E R T Y

OVID-19 and the associated stamp duty
holiday have made a lot of us think about the
saleability of our homes, and perhaps even
consider a move. While countless television shows
point us in the right direction as far as interior décor
goes, what can we do to spruce things up on the
outside?
Natural landscaping: While for years we’ve
obsessed over new kitchens, bathrooms,
conservatories and more, it seems that landscaping
garden spaces – from lawn care to water features
and even planting small trees – will add more value
to your property than any of the others listed,
according to research undertaken last year.
In reality, it makes sense. In Britain we love the idea
of reclining in peaceful, tranquil, stylish surroundings
with a drink, a magazine, some music and the gentle
breeze of summer… even if the season comes and
goes in under a fortnight.

Wood you dare?: Wood effect adds a rustic,
natural, earthy feel to any outside space, and the
popularity of decking – and, to a lesser extent,
patios – also makes a big difference when it comes
to maximising property value. And the good news is
that modern composites will give that ‘indoor wood’
finish and quality, even in exposed outdoor areas.
The paint saint: A paint job – the entire house, the
front wall or perhaps just a new garden gate – will
give a real sense of style and cleanness. Our outer
walls and pathways take a real battering across the
seasons, so brightening them up can make a big
difference when it comes to adding value.

PRUNING, THINNING,
REDUCTIONS,
FELLING AND REMOVAL,
DEAD WOOD REMOVAL,
SITE CLEARANCE,

Light show: We’re very much in the area of strings
of bulbs lighting up entrance ways, trees and even
whole gardens. For a relatively low cost, it’s possible
to give those dusky evenings a real glow of homely
warmth.
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Your Garden

If you can dream it, we
can design and build it!
Landscape Design
Plant & Tree Solutions
Landscape Management
Landscape Enhancements

Pathways & Patios Construction Maintenance Ponds & Water Features
Planting Artificial Grass Block Paving Bespoke Garden Buildings

HOW TO

Contact us for your free quote

01371 871551

www.phippslandscapes.co.uk
phipps@mail.com

SILVERTHORN SKIP HIRE
SKIP HIRE TO
YOUR DOOR

Brand New 4, 6, 8 Yard Skips
Transit Tipper Wait & Load Service
PRICES BEGIN FROM:
4 Yard: £200 • 6 Yard: £230 • 8 Yard: £250

CONTACT US TODAY
01621 840229 • 07738 110443
silverthornwaste
V44

silverthornskips
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f you want your garden to be as fruitful as it can be over the summer, you need to make sure
that all your plants are getting the right amount of water.

1. TEST THE SOIL
If you are not sure if a particular plant needs
watering, simply test the soil using your finger. Poke
down a few inches below the stem to check the
root zone. If it feels dry below the surface, get out
your hose. Alternatively, use a soil moisture meter.
2. WATER IN THE MORNING
The best time to water your plants is first thing in
the morning, as this will allow the water to soak in
before it evaporates either from heat or wind. Avoid
watering in the heat of the day.
3. AIM FOR THE BASE OF THE PLANT
Always water your plants at their base and avoid
getting the leaves, fruits or vegetables wet. This
helps prevent diseases that thrive on moisture, such
as powdery mildew.
4. PROVIDE A SLOW AND DEEP WATERING
Plants benefit more from a slow and deep watering

rather than a quick splash. When watering pots,
keep going until water starts to run from the bottom.
For plants that are bedded in the garden, water until
the soil is wet six inches below the surface.
5. USE THE RIGHT TOOLS
For best results, water your garden using a watering
wand, a long-neck watering can, a soaker hose or
a drip system. Alternatively, recycled plastic bottles
make a great deep watering system. Simply cut
the bottom off and bury upside down next to your
plants. Add water to the bottle through the top and
the water will be absorbed more deeply into the soil.
QUICK TOP TIPS:
> Brown leaf edges or yellow leaves can indicate
overwatering
> Apply 2–3 inches of organic mulch to retain more
moisture
> Fruit and vegetable plants need a consistent
supply of water to produce well.
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Never A Wasted Journey…
…beyond the normal
‘Never A Wasted Journey’ is an award
winning travel consultancy specialising
in luxury tailor-made holidays and
adventures worldwide. I promise:
A bespoke approach offering flexibility

Way
Work this

W

A 24/7 emergency contact number
The advantage of my extensive
The Volu
nteer

personal travel experience
Vibe

Work this Way: It’s the age-old explorer’s way, but working your way around
the world on a backpacking mission is the extreme version, with many lower
commitment job-based escapes closer to home. If you’re young and without
kids, consider fruit picking, event marshalling or even working in a bar as a way
of putting in the hours to sustain that holiday vibe in a new place.
The Volunteer Vibe: In a similar way, pitching up somewhere willing to put the hours
in for free can be a great way of securing accommodation, food and enough free
time to explore the vicinity.

Bothie
Big up the

V46
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The perfect holiday for
you at a perfect price
Contact Dan for expert advice

Big Up the Bothie: You know those secluded stone buildings synonymous with the
Highland Clearances… you can stay in them, for free. Sure, they may not protect
you from the elements as would a five-star hotel – although many have been
sensitively restored – but websites such as mountainbothies.org.uk arrange
short-term stays in these mystical, remote former homes.
Airmiles: Finally, a fad of the Nineties, airmiles these days are for much more than
business users, and the miles can really stack up if you are a frequent flyer.

I work with trusted and vetted
suppliers that are fully bonded

hile the COVID-19 pandemic has robbed many of us of the money to be
able to venture off on holiday, it hasn’t removed that passion to explore.
Yet in the ‘new normal’, and having rediscovered a love of simpler
things through lockdown, perhaps it doesn’t have to cost the Earth in order to
travel it.
House Swap: More than just the premise of endless reality shows, holiday
house-swapping is a real thing, and is becoming more popular every year.
After all, why not profit from someone house-sitting your abode by finding a
holiday location that suits your needs perfectly, but is also free of charge?
The website homelink.org.uk is one of those leading the way.

That each booking is unique

and to book on: 01245 469 771
www.neverawastedjourney.com

Airmiles
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Mangosteen
Unusual fruit of the month:

PROFESSIONAL
OVEN CLEANERS
IN CHELMSFORD
OVEN CLEANING | HOB CLEANING
AGAs & BBQs
Non-caustic chemicals used
Child & pet friendly cleaners

CONTACT THE OVEN GUY
07368 481372 | info@theovenguy.co.uk
www.theovenguy.co.uk

✪✪✪✪✪

5 Star Reviews

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
AND SALES

We repair all makes and models
Washing Machines • Tumble Dryers
Dishwashers • Ovens • Hobs • Cookers
Fridge/Freezers • Extractor Hoods

New appliances in stock for
same day delivery & installation

Prices listed on our website

Call 01279 310793

Or Book Online
www.spindoctoruk.co.uk

Steeple Bay Holiday Park

THE BEST REASON TO CHOOSE A STAY-CATION!

A

n undeniably attractive fruit, the bright purple
mangosteen is so much more than just a
pretty face. With a mouth-watering, fragrant
flavour and a multitude of health benefits, this tropical
fruit is definitely one you should try this summer.

What does mangosteen taste like?
Described as a delicious combination of lychee,
peach, strawberry and pineapple, the mangosteen
boasts a slightly sweet and sour flavour which is
quite unlike any fruit you have tasted before.

What are the health benefits of mangosteen?
Offering a rich supply of nutrients, fibre and unique
antioxidants, the mangosteen is low in calories and
fat, making it a great snack for those who crave a
sweet fix during the day.

Where can you buy mangosteen?
Although this fruit is easy to eat and prepare, it can
be a little bit more difficult to find, as mangosteen
is only in season for a short period of time. Your
best bet is to head to your local Asian market, or
you may be able to find it frozen or canned at the
supermarket.

How to prepare mangosteen

FOOD & DRINK

IT’
LET S A DIR
US D TY J
O IT OB FOR
YOU

To remove the fruit, cut a circle into the thick
skin around the stalk and lift it off like a lid.
This will reveal the segments of mangosteen,
which resemble those of an orange, but are
bright white in colour. The seeds are soft and edible
so do not need to be taken out.

How to eat mangosteen

> Eat fresh either on its own or combined with other
fruits in a fruit salad
> Juice them
> Blend and make sorbet or ice cream
> Add to a curry

How to store mangosteen
Ripe, whole mangosteen will last a few days at room
temperature, whereas unripe mangosteen can last
1–2 weeks. Store in the fridge for 3–4 weeks. Do not
freeze as this will damage the flesh.

Payment Options Available
V48
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T

o celebrate National Beer Day on
June 15, we have gathered the top
six beer and food pairings that are
guaranteed to go down a treat either at your
local pub or in the comfort of your own home.
Stout & Oysters
Although you may associate oysters with
champagne, they actually go amazingly well with
stout. In fact, the Oyster Festival has been sponsored
by Guinness for the past 60 years.
Dark Ale & Steak Pie
More suited to the winter months, but a perfect pairing
nonetheless. Braise your steak in beer and then
enjoy your pie with a glass of dark ale for a rich and
comforting dish.

Tiptree Meals

British Bitter & a Ploughman’s
If you love nothing better than sitting in a pub garden
with a traditional ploughman’s lunch, then you will be
pleased to hear that this summertime dish can be made
even better with the addition of a classic British bitter.

Hot & Frozen Meals for the Elderly

Delivered to your door

OG
S REC
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Blonde Beer & Brie
You may be surprised to learn that beer can be a match made in heaven
with cheese, and this is most certainly the case with a blonde beer and
young brie. The combination of this nutty cheese and lightly acidic beer is,
quite frankly, unbelievable.

BY

AL

Lager & Fish and Chips
A British classic, fish and chips is one of the nation’s favourite
dishes. As well as enjoying a refreshing pint of lager with your
fish, why not add a dash of beer to your batter mixture for an
even crisper and lighter texture.

NISED

IPA & Curry
Who doesn’t love a curry on a Friday night? And, of
course, you can’t have a curry without a nice cold beer.
Opt for a lighter style of IPA and an aromatic but not too
spicy curry for mouth-watering results.

Use us regularly or occasionally.
DRIV
E
N
EEDE RS
Open 7 days a week.
D!
Freshly cooked every day.
Delivered by friendly, reliable local people.
Recognised by social services.
Member of buy with confidence

LINDA SHAVE. BRITISH CITIZENS AWARD WINNER FOR HER WORK WITH THE ELDERLY

Phone: 01621 816963 Text: 07909 550052
www.tiptree-meals.co.uk
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The
The clinic
clinic is
is available
available to
to anyone
anyone with
with breast
breast
symptoms.
symptoms. IfIf you
you are
are paying
paying for
for yourself,
yourself, just
just call
call
the
the number
number below
below to
to make
make an
an appointment.
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The professional team includes:

l
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l

l
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A Consultant Breast Surgeon

Mammography Specialist Radiographer (to take
mammogram pictures)

A Consultant Breast Radiologist (to read the result
of mammogram, ultrasound scans and undertake
biopsies)
Breast Care Nurse (to offer information, support
and counselling)

l
l
l

A change in your nipple, such as in its shape or if it
turns inwards to your breast (becomes inverted)
A discharge from your nipple (unless you’re breast
feeding)
Bleeding from your nipple area

Pain in part of your breast or armpit

Swelling, thickening or a lump in your breast
or arm pit

These symptoms don’t necessarily mean that you
have breast cancer but if you have any of them, see
your GP.
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Springfield Hospital’s clinic is available to anyone with breast
symptoms. If you are paying for yourself, just call the number
below to make an appointment. If you are using your private
medical insurance, please call your insurance company to get
an authorisation number. Then call our appointments line who
will make an appointment for you.

Public
Public

01245 234 000

Lawn Lane , Chelmsford, CM1 7GU
www.springfieldhospital.co.uk
/SpringfieldHospital
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North Weald Airfield
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NA LED IT

BEAUTY

BIGGEST BEAUTY EVENT
THIS SUMMER

Do you know your nail shapes?

I

f not, don’t worry, we’ve got you covered. Learn
how to pick the perfect shape for your lifestyle
here. Plus, the best shades for each shape.

SQUARE

A square nail is straight with sharp edges that are squared off at the
tip. This nail shape suits those with a shorter nail. Although you may
be told that shorter nails do not suit darker shades, this nail shape can
actually accommodate all polish colours.

OVAL

An oval nail is round in shape with corners that curve inwards. Ideal
if you are growing a manicure out, this nail shape suits those with
medium length nails and narrow nail beds. You can rock any shade
with oval nails.

COFFIN

Similar to the square shape but slightly more angular, a coffin nail has
a straight-edged tip that is tapered in. To achieve this shape, a long
nail is needed. Dark shades can look harsh on coffin nails, so opt for
lighter colours.

ROUND

BOOK YOUR TICKETS NOW!
Get your exclusive Vision 20% off ticket with

Code: VISION20

info@mooreexhibitions.co.uk

@essexbeautyshow

ALMOND

An almond nail is essentially an oval shape that comes to a soft point.
Suited to medium nails, this shape helps to slenderise wide fingers
and to give the appearance of slimmer hands. Pair with a neutral
polish.

STILETTO

www.essexbeautyshow.co.uk
Headline Sponsor
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A round nail has straight sides that round up with a flat-edged tip. Best
if you need short nails for work, round nails are easy to get used to
and lend themselves well to bright-coloured polish and nail art.
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Definitely one of the most eye-catching nail shapes, a stiletto nail is
long and spiky, with the point curving to the base like a triangle. You
must have long nails to achieve this shape. Not suited to those who
type for a living or carry out manual labour, red is definitely the couleur
du jour for stiletto nails.
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SUPPRESS
the sweat

• Professional local eye care
• Bespoke service
MOBILE MICROSUCTIONING
• Over 20 years experience
as a
EAR TREATMENTS
qualified Optometrist
• Proud to provide that individual
Call now to make an appointment with Louise
attention to detail
• Friendliest caring
team
in
CONTACT
JENNY ON
07482 005 717
jenny@clearearmobilemicrosuctioning.co.uk
www.clearearmobilemicrosuctioning.co.uk
Chelmsford
n

n

RELIABLE & AFFORDABLE

n

SAFE FOR ALL AGES

n

A

lthough the arrival of warmer weather can work wonders for your mood, it can
also make you feel hot, bothered and bad tempered.
Fortunately, the below breathable fabrics are guaranteed to help keep you
cool, calm and collected.
1. Cotton: Known for being lightweight, soft and breathable, cotton should be
your go-to fabric for summer. With a natural ability to soak up sweat, allow heat to
escape from the body and keep your skin cool, cotton comes in countless styles
and colours, meaning you can find the perfect outfit for any occasion.
CARE TIP: Cotton can shrink in the dryer. Avoid this by hanging items in the
home or garden to dry.
2. Linen: Linen is loosely woven, meaning it is also a highly breathable fabric that
lends itself well to high temperatures. Although it can be stiff, linen can absorb a
vast amount of moisture and it dries quickly, providing relief from sweat when you
need it most.
CARE TIP: Combat creases by lightly spraying with water and smoothing with
your hand.
3. Rayon: A man-made fabric, rayon is a blend of cotton, wood pulp and other
natural or synthetic fibres. Created as a more cost-effective alternative to silk,
rayon boasts very thin fibres that offer lightness and help prevent sticking. The
perfect fabric for dresses and sportswear, rayon garments keep their shape and
require little maintenance.
CARE TIP: Machine washable and dryable, rayon should not require ironing.
4. Denim /Chambray: Denim is made from tightly woven cotton so it has many of
the same benefits as this natural fabric. However, it can feel heavy, which is why
some people prefer to wear chambray when the temperature rises. Often referred
to as imitation denim, chambray is much lighter and comes in a high thread count
which guarantees enhanced breathability.
CARE TIP: Preserve your denim/chambray by spot washing with cold water and
use a mild soap.
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EAR WAX & EAR CANAL
BLOCKAGE REMOVAL

CONSULTATIONS
IN YOUR OWN HOME

Jenny Oakley, RGN
B.Sc (Hons) Comm

Call now to make an appointment with Nicky

Mr Anish Chauhan, Optometrist

T. 01245 352803

www.broomfieldopticians.co.uk
07714 265 830
ingrid@talosiphotography.com
talosiphotography.com
6 Annonay Walk, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 6FL
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Beaulieu Community Centre
Beaulieu Square, Centenary Way,
Chelmsford CM1 6AU

Saturdays

Danbury Sports Centre
Dawson Field, Main Road, Danbury,
Chelmsford, CM3 4NQ

Wednesdays

Mob. 07831 650618

Welcome to a

NEW YOU

FREE FOO
T
SCAN ON
1ST VISIT
Q
uote Vision

Mag

We aim to help hundreds of people a year who have
persistent or recurrent back pain, lower limb & foot pain
to become pain free for the rest of their lives.
l

JE Scan combines Science & Technology to seek the
underlying cause of Back, Pelvis, Leg & Foot injuries
l We also offer intensive Deep Sports Massage

Contact us for more information: 01245 527083
www.jecare.co.uk l clinic@jecare.co.uk
COMPETITIVE PRICES, NO WAITING LISTS, BOOK WITHOUT REFERRAL
ViSIOn ChelmsfordBeaulieu edition11 | to advertise call 01245 527071
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t shows you just how far cricket has come
when you consider that when England
played Australia in the first ever ODI – that is,
a ‘One Day International’, comprising 40 overs
per side – the concept was seen as being
somewhat pointless. It was staged
as a money-making exercise Down Under
after the Third Ashes test of 1971 had
fallen foul of the weather.
To think that a new format could
come into play to disrupt the five-day
sensibilities of ‘traditional cricket’,
where batsmen and bowlers would
toil endlessly in a match lasting
almost three-quarters of a week
(with a common outcome being a
draw), was churlish.
Indeed, the ODI, from the outset,
wasn’t hugely popular. Australia
won that first landmark game,
predictably, and other nations
around the world were nervous to
throw caution to the wind in the
same way as might a limitedover batsman tasked with both
accelerated run-scoring and
wicket preservation.
As time went on, the ODI set-up
found its popularity climb thanks to
World Cup cricket, particularly during the
1980s; and, of course, as long-suffering
England fans, we had to wait until 2019
when Ben Stokes, Jos Buttler and co
snatched a stunning victory against
New Zealand at Lord’s to finally bring
the trophy back to the shores where this
great game was invented.
England have remained right up there
with the world’s best at the one-day
format, despite minor aberrations in
form of late.
Its future does appear somewhat
cloudy, though, given the popularity
of T20 cricket and the emergence of
The Hundred – both shorter, punchier
forms of the game. Though like a
middle-distance runner sneering at both
sprinters and marathon runners alike as he pursues a
measured, masterful, classy approach to his craft, so
too does the ODI package occupy a middle ground
that now feels as much a part of our cricket heritage as
leather, willow, pads, stumps and endless rain delays.
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JE Care & Consultants are experts in Alignment & Movement

l
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CRICKETERS

Call 07719 546824
Visit www.edmalehealth.co.uk

CLASSES HELD AT

Mondays &

Good day,

Free discreet p&p
All methods
of payment
accepted

CELEBRATING 50 YEARS OF THE ONE
DAY INTERNATIONAL

SPORT

Male erectile dysfunction
tablets and female
libido tablets
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Travelling to the Airport…?

MOTORING

WHY NOT TRY YOUR LOCALLY BASED
LONDON BLACK TAXI SERVICE
FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTE?

V

BROOMFIELD
TYRES Ltd
157 Main Road, Chelmsford CM1 7DJ

NEW & PART WORN TYRES
FOR ALL MAKES & MODELS

MASSIVE DISCOUNT
ON NEW TYRES
Six seat, modern vehicles for fixed price
Airport journeys at any time of day or night
Example fares (including drop off fee):

Stansted £45 | Heathrow £85 | Gatwick £90
Other destinations available upon request

Contact John Farrow on

07782 170455

or email johnfarrow680@me.com

Only £895 for
a fully fitted
electric door.

l Wheel Balancing

l Wheel Alignment
l Puncture Repair
l Valve Repair

VISIT US TODAY FOR THE
CHEAPEST PRICES

NO
COMPRO
M
ON QUAL ISE
ITY

01245 443330
07702 658089
APPROVED

Gotta get a Garolla.

Garolla garage doors are strong
and solidly built. They’re made to
measure in our own UK factories.
The electric Garolla door rolls up
vertically taking up only 8 inches
inside your garage.
Our expert installers will fit your
new door and take away the old
one so there’s no mess.
Give us a call today and
we’ll come and measure up
completely Free.

GOTTA GET A GAROLLA
NOW ONLY

£895

CALL US TODAY
01245 830 047

WAS £1,354
INC VAT

WHAT’S INCLUDED WITH EVERY DOOR:

MOBILE
07537 149 128

FREE EXPERT MEASURING & FITTING
TWO REMOTE CONTROLS
ACOUSTIC & THERMAL INSULATION
AVAILABLE IN 21 COLOURS
FREE DISPOSAL OF YOUR OLD DOOR

V60

Offer valid for openings up to
2.6m wide & inc: 2 remote
controls, 55mm white slats,
internal manual override.

www.garolla.co.uk
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E
WILL THE UK BE THE
FIRST TO INTRODUCE ‘NO
HANDS’ TECHNOLOGY ENABLING
CARS TO BE DRIVEN BY COMPUTERS?

I

GAI N ?

t was back in 2017 that former Transport Secretary
Chris Grayling MP announced that self-driving cars
could be present on UK roads by the year 2021, a
claim reinforced by the head of the Society of Motor
Manufacturers and Traders as being a realistic aim.
In reality, we won’t be seeing fleets of driverless
cars tearing down our A roads in 2021, but we
can expect the first few to pop up later in the year.
Perhaps this delay is a result of lockdown, perhaps
the dramatic slowing of the motor industry as a
whole in light of the global pandemic.
And yet, the idea of self-driving cars still holds
firm, and it may not be long until we do see highend manufacturers fully embracing what will be the
most dramatic motoring ever. The benefits include
fewer incidents on the road (94 per cent of accidents
are caused by human error), less congestion and
improved transport connectivity, not to mention
greater mobility options for elderly, disabled and

young users.
The UK wants to be regarded as a leader in this
field, with the prediction being that by 2035 more
than 40 per cent of new cars will have self-driving
capabilities. Automated Vehicle (AV) technology
could be worth more than £40billion, and will bring
40,000 jobs to the country.
More than £200million has been invested so far
in start-ups looking to fuel this motoring revolution,
with the advancement of Intelligent Roads helping to
move ideas forward.
There is just one issue though – AVs work perfectly
when surrounded by other AVs. It is only when these
brilliant computers are asked to interact with human
drivers that potential collisions occur. It seems the
scientists will have to overcome this somewhat
fundamental flaw before we can call on our trusty
computerised four-wheeled motors to deposit us
home safely.
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Essex CM4

Your local aerial installer

New aerial & satellite installations
l Aerial & satellite repairs
l Extra TV points
l TV wall mounting
l System design & install
l Freesat & YouView installations
l Sky installations – repairs & upgrades
l

Family-run business with
over 20 years of experience.
Trading Standards
Approved Aerial Installer.

Quality Workmanship
At Sensible Prices.

digitatlYI"
Approved Member

Freephone: 0800 77 97 047
Mobile: 07916 305 977
Mobile Local Rate: 0 333 900 333 2

PROPERTY COLUMNIST

Andys Aerials
Come on England!
(And Scotland and Wales)
After last year’s postponement, most of our team is looking forward to the
European Football Championships throughout June and July.
We’re hoping for a historic England victory and
will be supporting Gareth Southgate’s team as
they do battle against le creme da la creme of
Europe.
And aside from sun-soaked evenings (we
hope) watching the big games, there’s a lot
that the best teams in this competition have in
common with exceptional estate agencies.

www.andysaerials.com

These include:
Teamwork: The best sides and indeed agencies
realise the importance of working together for
the same result. In football it’s winning games
and cups, in our agency world it’s pulling
together and providing the best experience
possible for our clients.
Skill: The likes of Harry Kane and Phil
Foden have hard-earned skills that we hope

they’ll put to great use this
summer. And our team have
complementary skills across a
wide range of areas, including
negotiation, marketing,
presentation, and customer
care.
Stephen Frost,

Contact: Contrary to some
Martin & Co
over-fussy referees, football is
still a contact sport. And so is
estate agency. We make sure we stay in regular
touch with our clients so that they are fully
aware of what’s happening with their sale or
purchase.
Experience: The best teams in any successful
sports team or business always seem to blend
youthful energy and the wisdom of more
experienced heads. If Gareth Southgate is to
emulate Sir Alf Ramsey and bring home a
trophy for the first time since 1966, he’ll need
to ensure that balance of experience is spot on.
We have a very seasoned team at our office,
but we’ve also got younger members who
bring fresh ideas and enthusiasm. Add that
to the decades of estate agency experience
others in our team have, and it creates a
winning formula for our clients.
Thanks for reading, and whoever you’ll be
cheering on, we hope you have a great time
watching Euro 2021.
Steve and the team at Martin & Co
Chelmsford.

T: 01245 330500

www.chelmsford.martinco.com
15 Duke Street, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 1HL
V62
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BUSINESS & PROPERTY

Speedy

SALE

HOW TO SELL YOUR HOME FAST THIS SUMMER

I

f you are looking to sell your house this summer as quickly
and lucratively as possible, then our property experts can
help you. Plus, discover how to speed up the move into
your new home.

SPRUCE UP YOUR GARDEN
Searches for properties with large outdoor spaces have
soared during lockdown, but that doesn’t mean homes
with smaller gardens can’t also be an attractive option for potential
buyers. Make sure you mow your lawn, place the bins out of sight
and, if possible, make your garden secluded with the use of fences
or hedges.

Because
we don’t
know

around
the
corner…

r
eve
n
s
’
…it o early n
to ake a
to mLPA

Don’t put it off. Often it takes a life changing event to prompt someone into action, which can

sometimes be too late. Many others don’t consider making an LPA at all, believing that “it won’t
happen to me”. However, planning ahead and having LPAs prepared before they are needed can stop
the evitable roadblocks faced by those dealing with your financial & business matters and health &
welfare choices if the worst does happen and you are not able to make decisions yourself.

Contact us today to protect yourself and your loved ones.
Legal advice with a conscience.
Fisher Jones Greenwood LLP,
16 Baddow Road, Chelmsford, CM2 0DG
Offices across Essex and London

01245 673741

www.fjg.co.uk
enquiry@fjg.co.uk

FOCUS ON KERB APPEAL
You will be surprised at just how many homebuyers will dismiss
a property purely on its exterior, with some not even venturing
inside after a bad first impression. Prevent this from happening
by keeping your windows clean, ensuring your house number is
clearly visible and cutting back any overgrown trees or bushes.
STAGE YOUR HOME
Property developers know exactly how to stage a new home to
sell it fast and there is no reason why you can’t do this too. Ensure
that your property is clean and tidy, with any clutter out of sight, lay
the table for dinner, make up the beds, light some scented candles
and keep the thermostat at a consistently pleasant temperature.
SEEK PROFESSIONAL ADVICE
Estate agents live and breathe property sales, so it makes sense to
ask their advice on how to sell your home as quickly as possible.
Be sure to seek out local insights and pre-empt the questions
buyers are likely to ask.
ENJOY A FAST AND STRESS-FREE MOVE WITH THESE MUST-ASK
QUESTIONS:
> What is the position of the buyer/seller?
> Should I use a mortgage broker?
> Has my buyer’s mortgage application been submitted?
> When is the target exchange date?
> What paperwork do I need to complete?
V64
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YOUR CONSUMER RIGHTS WHEN PURCHASES GO SOUR

W

e’ve all had purchases go bad, and
when that happens the immediate fear is
whether we’ll get our money back.
In most instances, the answer is “yes”. Certainly,
if you buy anything online you are protected by
the 2015 Consumer Rights Act. That means, for
whatever reason – including simply changing your
mind – you will be able to return your goods. You’ll
usually need to do this within 14 days in order to
get a full refund, and obviously items must be sent
back in the same condition as they were received.
When purchasing in store, things become a
little different. You will struggle to get refunds for
perishables unless you are returning in an almost
immediate timeframe – such as buying a sandwich
only to immediately discover the bread is stale.

BUSINESS & PROPERTY

Refund rules

V

In other situations, the product will need
to be defective or not fit for purpose,
at which point the retailer is allowed to
attempt to repair or replace. Be warned,
though, simply having changed your mind
isn’t a verified reason for a refund, and you
may discover some pushback.
Of course, while these hard and fast rules
reflect a stated code of conduct when it
comes to refund rights, things can often
veer either side of the line. You may sometimes
encounter an overly officious staff member or
customer service agent who makes life difficult;
though more likely you’ll find retailers going the
extra yard to refund in some circumstances when
they perhaps don’t need to legally. Ultimately,
good publicity – and bad – travels.
As with all refunds, proof of purchase
is important, and building rapport with
the person you are liaising with will
doubtless move you closer to the
result you want, no matter what the
circumstances.

REFUND
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T H E VISION L I S T I N G S

T H E VISION L I S T I N G S

BUILDING SERVICES

FINANCIAL SERVICES

GARDEN DESIGN

PEST CONTROL

RJ EVANS ROOFING
Local Brentwood based Flat Roofing Specialists. Call today
on 01277 260204 | 07739 207726 | rjevansroofing@sky.com

ONE FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS
Mortgages, equity release, life insurance, business
protection, investments, pensions, savings, inheritance tax
planning and more. Call Louise Selvage on 07734 776932

MOWDEN HALL DESIGNS
Garden Transformation Design & Care, Patios, Decking,
Fencing & Landscape. 01376 520746 | 07595 868944 |
petercowling4050@btinternet.com

PESTWAY
We can manage all of your pest problems, using integrated
pest management, chemical/non-chemical and non-lethal
treatments. Call 07484 772747 | johnroots@pestway.co.uk

WATSON ACCOUNTANTS
Family Run Accounting business with over 40 years
experience. We offer a range of services. Call us today on
01245 697077 | 07305 186019

PHIPPS LANDSCAPES
Landscape design, Plant & Tree Solutions, Landscape
Management, Landscape Enhancements. Contact us for a
free quote 01371 871551 | phipps@mail.com

MULTI PEST
Wasps, Rats, Mice, Squirrels, Foxes, Insects and all other
UK pests. contact us today on Essex 01206 203018 |
07973 121146 | steve.reynolds@multipest.co.uk

CLEANER
MOLLY MAID
Our professionally trained team will make your home sparkle.
We tailor our cleans to your individual needs, schedule and
budget. 01245 494003 | emma.brooks@mollymaid.co.uk

COMPUTER REPAIRS
DH COMPUTING
Friendly support direct to your door, all your computer needs,
low rates (no vat), no call out charge, homes/small businesses
covered. 01245 426632 | help@dhcomputing.co.uk

DAMP SERVICES
BENHAM PRESERVATION
Quality Damp Services for domestic, historic & commercial
properties. Damp proofing, rising damp, condensation,
woodworm, dry/wet rot. Contact us today 01245 708900

ELECTRICIAN
PST GROUP
Domestic/Commercial | Electrical installations | CCTV &
Security | Fault Finding | Outdoor Power/Lighting | EICR
Landlord Compliance | Fully Insured. 01245 527079

ESTATE AGENT

FIREPLACES & STOVES

GRAPHIC DESIGN

PHOTOGRAPHY

GATFIRE
Stoves, Fireplaces, Chimneys. FREE estimates & advice.
01702 715161 | www.gatfire.co.uk | Showroom: 1731
London Road, Leigh-on-Sea, SS9 2SW

DSD CHELMSFORD
Studio-based graphic design - logos, branding & marketing
materials since 2009. Call Dan on 01245 465324 | design@
dansummersdesign.co.uk | www.dansummersdesign.co.uk

TALOSI PORTRAITS
Award winning portrait studios. Contact 01245 265830 |
ingrid@talosiphotography.com | www.talosiphotography.com
| 6 Annonay Walk, Chelmsford, CM2 6FL

JOIN THE
LISTINGS... for just

£180

FLOORING

PLUMBING & HEATING
LKG DAUGHTERS
All your plumbing & heating problems. Resolved. Gas
Safe Registered. Call 01245 478111 | 07710 358347 |
lkgdaughters.co.uk

FISHPOOL FLOORING
Carpet & flooring specialists. Carpet, vinyl, laminate, luxury
vinyl tiles, karndean, wood. Leading the way with superior
quality flooring installation in Essex. Call on 07843 493821

JOIN THE LISTINGS

WEST ONE WOOD FLOORING
Manufacturing, installation, restoration of antique, reclaimed
and new timber flooring. Unit 3, Blackall Industrial Estate,
Hamberts Road, South Woodham Ferrers, CM3 5UW
CARPETS DIRECT
Carpets, vinyls, laminates, wood flooring, free fitting,
free home visits, 80% wool twist pile specialists. Call on
01245 527096

GARAGE DOORS
EASTWAY GARAGE DOORS
We offer supply & install, supply only & installation only,
Delivering all over the UK. Contact 01376 519191 | 07549
862996 | info@eastwaydoors.co.uk

MARTIN & CO CHELMSFORD
Buying, selling and letting in Chelmsford and surrounding
areas since 2007. 01245 330500 | www.chelmsford.
martinco.com | 15 Duke Street, Chelmsford, CM1 1HL

GAROLLA ROLLER SHUTTER DOORS
Thermally insulated electric garage doors, great for space
saving, kerb appeal & easy to use, No deposit, Pay on
completion, 18 Colours available, Call today 01245 830211

FASHION

GARDENING

LARGER GENTS CLOTHING
1XL - 8XL sizes. Bounce back deals and offers in store.
Current opening times Tuesday - Saturday 10am to 4pm.
206 Moulsham St, Chelmsford, CM2 0LG. 01245 356057

CHEL-MOW
Fed up with mowing the lawn? Why not call 07821
133414. Experienced, Qualified, Insured, Reliable, Honest.
anthony@chel-mow.co.uk | www.chel-mow.co.uk

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE VISION LISTINGS...CALL 01245 527071 TODAY
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HEALTH & WELLBEING
JE CARE
Experts in alignment/movement. JE Scan combines science
& technology to seek cause of back, pelvis, leg & foot injuries.
Also offer intensive sports massage. Call us on 01245 527083

For just

CARE SERVICES
CWC ESSEX
Personal Care, Meals, Housework, Companionship,
Medication and Community Support. 01245 377085 |
www.cwcessex.co.uk | care@cwcessex.co.uk

+VAT
per yr

HARTS BRICKWORK SPECIALIST
Expertise in brickwork & residential construction. No Job
Too Small. All aspects of brickwork. 01376 421238 | 07553
522438

ViSIOn ChelmsfordBeaulieu edition11 | to advertise call 01245 527071

£15

+VAT per

month

LANDSCAPING
DANIEL LANDSCAPES LTD
All of your Landscaping & Tree Care Needs. Call us on 01621
892659 | 07495 766372. info@daniel-landscapesltd.co.uk |
www.daniel-landscapesltd.co.uk

OPTICIANS
BROOMFIELD OPTICIANS
Independent Opticians offering a wide range of quality
spectacles in all price ranges and supplying virtually all types
of lenses. 24 Broomfield Road, CM1 1SW. 01245 352803

PAINTING & DECORATING
FINISHING TOUCH
Internal Painting, External Painting, Wallpapering. Reliable,
professional service. No Job Too Small. Contact Mark for
your free estimate. 01621 819109 | 07734 689872

ROOFING
JIM BARR ROOFING
Exterior Cleaning & Maintenance. Gutters, Paving & UPVC.
Cleaned, Repaired & Renewed. 01708 874816 | 07833
572459

SKIPS
SILVERTHORN SKIP HIRE
Skip hire to your door. Brand new 4, 6, 8 yard skips. Transit
tipper wait & load service. Contact us today 01621 840229
| 07738 110443

TRAVEL AGENT
NEVER A WASTED JOURNEY
Your local award winning Chelmsford based Travel Agent.
For friendly, expert advice call Dan Salmon on 01245
469771 or visit www.neverawastedjourney.com

TURF
BILLS TURF
Specialists in Lawn Transformation. Contact us today for
your free no obligation quote. Tel: 01621 740082 Mob:
07807 099591

BOOK VIA...
CHELMSFORD@VISIONMAG.CO.UK

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE VISION LISTINGS...CALL 01245 527071 TODAY
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T H E VISION L I S T I N G S
TV AERIAL & SATELLITE SERVICES

WINDOWS & DOORS

ANDYS AERIALS
Trading standards approved. Aerial/satellite repairs, tv points,
Tv wall mounting 07916 305977 | andys@andysaerials.com

WINDOW MAN
Family run over 25 years. Windows, doors, installation,
repairs. Call us today on 01245 527073

BOOK VIA... CHELMSFORD@VISIONMAG.CO.UK
TYRES
BROOMFIELD TYRES
New & Part Worn Tyres for all makes & models. Massive
Discount on new tyres. 01245 443330 | 07702 658089 |
157 Main Road, Chelmsford, CM1 7DJ

JOIN THE
LISTINGS...

CLOUDY 2 CLEAR
Broken or Damaged Windows, Faulty locks, handles,
hinges repaired and replaced. Which? Trusted Trader call us
today on 0800 6121 118
TOTAL FIX
Windows, Doors, BiFolds, Conservatories, Lantern Roofs,
Design & Build Service, Conservatory Roof, Cladding, Fascias,
Soffits & Guttering. Call 0800 211 8124 | 07958 903275

for just

£180

WANT TO EARN EXTRA

£ EACH MONTH?

DISTRIBUTORS NEEDED!

+VAT
per
year

!

Your
Monthly
Lifestyle
Magazine

WANT TO APPEAR IN NEXT MONTH’S

VISION LISTINGS?

SIMPLY FILL OUT THE FORM BELOW AND RETURN IT TO BOOK YOUR SPACE:

Company name: ................................................................................................
Description (180 characters max including spaces):............................................
............................................................................................................
............................................................................................................
Telephone:................................... Email:............................................................
Payment option: Card
Direct Debit
Please return to:
Lifestyle Magazine Group Ltd, 55 Crown Street, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 4BD or email chelmsford@visionmag.co.uk
*£180 +VAT for a 12 months plus agreement. Payments can be made monthly or upfront

DISCLAIMER: VISION does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any of the advertisements, nor the quality of any
products, information or other materials displayed, purchased or obtained by any customer as a result of an advertisement or any other
information or offer in connection with the service or products. The opinions expressed in articles, reviews and stories are strictly those of the
individual authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of VISION.

DOWN: 1. SODA, 2. QUOTES, 3. ESPIONAGE, 4. CEASES, 6. ROBBER, 7. TACITURN, 11. ELECTORAL,
12. MOLASSES, 13. EMBARK, 14. STIGMA, 15. IMPAIR, 17. AMEN
ACROSS: 1. SEQUENCE, 5. TROT, 8. DROOP, 9. ACERBIC, 10. EVEREST, 12. MUSINGS, 14. SECTION,
16. ARMREST, 18. SOARING, 19. REALM, 20. SAKE, 21. CAULDRON
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t: 01245 527071 m: 07860 683239
e: chelmsford@vision mag.co.uk
w: www.vision magessex.com
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